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new South Haven
beachside development will offer
cottage owners much more than a
room with a view.

Brian Bosgraaf, award-winning
builder and designer at Holland-
based Cottage Home, is the mas-
termind behind LakeBridge, which
covers 10 1/2 acres and offers
homeowners 750 feet of private
beach frontage and 1,000 feet of back frontage on Dearlick Creek.

“It’s certainly going to be a private, exclusive area,” Bosgraaf
says. “It will be a place where families gather and relax.” In addi-
tion, he says, just about every room in the homes has views of
the water.

An entrance bridge will provide access to the gated community,
where a private road leads to individual driveways for seven
waterfront sites. Each home will have a pristine view of Lake
Michigan and easy access to the beach, located just steps from
each cottage.

A

Reason to Retreat

On the shores of Lake Michigan, LakeBridge offers residents 
luxury homes in a natural setting
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According to Bosgraaf,
LakeBridge provides plenty of
opportunities to convene with
nature. Woods with a trout stream,
a cedar play structure for children
and a meditation gazebo will offer
tenants of all ages a reason to
retreat. The woods, he says, con-
tain abundant plant and animal life.
Already, Bosgraaf has seen fox,

deer, turkey and groundhogs. The development features walking
trails through woods, wetlands and along the beach grass bluff to
the pebble and sand beach.

“Of course, Lake Michigan is always the main attraction,”
Bosgraaf says. One of the lake’s quirks in this particular area is
a turn-of-the-century shipwreck close to shore. The schooner
sunk in the late 1800s, and on some days, he says, you can see
the ribs on the bottom of the ship. By night, neighbors can
gather lakeside at the fire pit and enjoy the stars and glow of
lights from Chicago.
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The actual homes will feature architec-
tural elements in rustic natural cedar and
stone. Some custom designs are complete
for the Lake Michigan hideaway.

Christine Poorman works for a nonprofit
organization in Chicago and recently closed
on the LakeBridge home she and her hus-
band will share with her parents and sib-
lings. Her family had been searching for the
perfect site for nearly two years when they
happened upon the development. 

Poorman found that lakeside retreats
closer to Chicago offered less home for the
dollar. Not only did she find South Haven
to be a better value, but she was pleased
to find a historical community with so
much to do and see, from walking to the
organic vegetable stands to riding the many
bike trails.

As for the site, Poorman says, privacy
and a natural setting were paramount in
their quest for the perfect location.

“We wanted something unique with a
natural feel,” says Poorman. Because she
and her family lead busy lives, Poorman
wanted to work with a developer that
could accommodate their schedules, a trait
they found in Cottage Home.

Poorman says that with such a home,
one anticipates going frequently, such as
every other weekend. With multiple units
of the same family occupying the home, it
will most likely get plenty of use, including
during the winter months. Bosgraaf says
that families he works with on this and
other developments really are taking
advantage of “in-law” or additional suites to
accommodate large gatherings.

Designs and floor plans for the units
vary. Poorman and her family chose a
3,300-square-foot tri-level home with five
bedrooms and a bunkroom that can accom-
modate three or four children. The kitchen
and living room are connected for a very
open feel. The finished basement walks out
to the pool that, Poorman says, will be
perfect for those days that the lake isn’t
as enticing.

“What’s neat about Cottage Home,” adds
Poorman, “is that Brian really looks at
all the ways you can take advantage of
the views.”

Bosgraaf says he has built dozens of
homes on the lake, but LakeBridge is prob-
ably the most conducive to maximizing the
view of the waterfront from anywhere in
the home because of its natural setting.

Because the home will be shared among
the family, Poorman anticipates a full house
now and for years to come. “We’re looking
10 years ahead. This is the type of place
we will eventually bring our grandkids,”
says Poorman. “We think it will be a 
nice hideaway.”
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